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Samantha Harris started modelling when she was 13. She has worked her way up in the fashion
industry, appearing on the cover of the June edition of Vogue Australia. She is only the second
Indigenous woman in history to appear on the cover of Vogue. (Elaine George was the first in 1993).
Samantha was the top model at this month’s Australian Fashion Week. At just 19, she modelled for
18 designers including Lisa Ho, Camilla, Dion Lee, Rachel Gilbert and Alex Perry.

Activity 1: Reading
Read The it girl – Samantha Harris on page 4
1. When did Samantha Harris start modelling?
at the age of 19
in 2010
at the age of 13
in 2005
2. Which of these best describe Samantha’s reaction to her Vogue cover?
she expected it
she was surprised, excited and proud
she didn’t want to do it
she didn’t react because she had done so many Vogue covers already
3. In what ways are Samantha’s achievements inspirational to others?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. It hasn’t always been easy for Samantha to pursue her modelling career.
What evidence can you find to support this idea?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Samantha’s character can be described as
determined to succeed
easily distracted
not very confident in herself
immature
6. Sam says she has to “pinch herself” every time she walks by and sees her face on the
cover of Vogue. This means
she doesn’t think she should be on the cover
she couldn’t believe that it was real
she tried to forget about it
she keeps pinching herself
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Activity 2: Language conventions - Spelling
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
Write the correct spelling for each underlined word in the box.
1. Models, desiners and fashion lovers flock to Australian Fashion Week.

2. Samantha enjoys her profeshional modelling career.

3. Samantha has made some incredible acheivements.

4. It was an amazeing feeling.

5. It was unbelieveable.

6. It was difficult to pay for accomodation.
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Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
1. It has sometimes been a difficult jurney.

2. They had to find cheaper cloths for Sam to wear.

3. Sam’s mother often reassurred her.

4. They went through some chalenging times.

5. Samantha stayed very determaned.

6. The agency recognised her uneek potential .
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Activity 3: Language conventions
1. Which is correct beginning for this sentence?
__________ Samantha is successful now, it hasn’t always been easy.
Since
Despite
Although
In spite of
2. Which word is missing from the second sentence?
It was sometimes tough going. __________ , Samantha didn’t give up.
While
Whereas
However
Although
3. Which sentence correctly uses a dash (-)?
Samantha modelled for no fewer than 18 designers – an incredible achievement.
Samantha modelled for - no fewer than 18 designers an incredible achievement.
Samantha - modelled - for no fewer than 18 designers an incredible achievement.
Samantha modelled for no fewer than 18 designers an incredible - achievement.
4. Which pair of words correctly completes the sentence?
While
been tough at times,
been worth it.
its		
it’s		
its		
it’s		

its
it’s
it’s
its

5. An apostrophe (‘) has been left out of this sentence.
Show where the missing apostrophe should go.
Samanthas parents drove long distances to attend modelling shows.
6. Which words are all adverbs?
distantly, loudly, sweetly
modelling, running, walking
therefore, whenever, because
glamorous, important, successful
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Activity 4: writing a discussion
A discussion is a type of ARGUMENT text that argues two or m ore points of view about an
issue.
Discussions begin by stating the Issue, and then give different Sides to the debate,
concluding with a Resolution, judging which side is more valid.
argument type

social purpose

Stages

phases

discussion

debates two or more points of view

Issue
Sides
Resolution

evidence
statistics
quotes
examples
elaborations
conclusions

How young is too young for girls to model? Is 13 is too young to be a model?
What do you think about his idea? Write to convince a reader of your opinions by discussing
both sides of the issue.
Think about:
J
arguments for and against the issue
J
an introduction - a way to introduce your ideas by clearly stating both sides of the issue
J
reasons and evidence that explain your ideas for both sides of the argument
J
a conclusion - decide whether or not you agree with the issue
Remember to:
J
plan your writing
J
write in sentences
J
pay attention to your spelling and punctuation
J
choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions
J
use a new paragraph for each new idea
J
check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.
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